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Clash of clans th13 update date

Supercell Games For now, you've probably heard that City Hall 13 is coming to Clash of Clans. Officially confirmed by Supercell earlier this month, the new City Council will arrive next month as part of a massive game update. Unfortunately, Supercell has not announced a release date for the update, except sometime in
December. So with just a few weeks to move on until we turn the calendar page, I decided to look back on winter updates from previous years to see if I could measure when exactly this year's update will arrive. The results were a mixed bag without a clear pattern, unfortunately. I returned until the December 2015
update, which introduced City Hall 11. This update, which was one of the largest in history at the time, was released on December 10. This was the second Thursday of the month. In 2016, the winter update came on December 16, which was the third Friday of the month. The winter update of 2017 occurred on
December 15, which was also the third Friday of the month. But last year's update released any resembblance of a pattern, launching on December 10, the second Monday of the month. While there is no recognizable pattern that we can remove from this is that the December 2019 update will likely arrive sometime
during the second or third week of the month. This would place the update somewhere within the dates of Monday, December 9 and Friday, December 20. If I were a man of gambling, I would bet that the update falls sometime during the second week, between December 9 and December 13. If you remember, the trailer
for City Hall 13 seemed to refer to a date on December 13. Of course, there is more that is included in the release of an update than previous release cycles. By introducing a new Level of City Hall, there will almost certainly be new troop levels, build and defense levels and even new units (and a new hero). There's a lot
of balance to be done, not to mention making sure there are no bugs that break the game. Next: Clash of Clans December 2019 Update: City Hall Predictions 13 Basically, there's a lot for Supercell to work for this update. The best way to know when the update is near is to stay on top of Supercell's advances, which
usually arrive a week or two before the upgrade. City Hall 13 is here! This is the biggest update to Clash of Clans this year and has been worth the wait! Not only is City Hall 13 the latest feature with a new signature defense to protect your people, this it also introduces the first new hero from City Hall 11: The Royal
Champion. She's ready for battle, she's bad, and her Search Shield ability will rain destruction on her enemies. City Hall 13 also brings a new defense, the Scattershot; a projectile that breaks when hit by dealing additional damage to the units behind their target. A new type of siege machine, siege barracks, brings new
mechanical mechanics this unique type of offensive unit. Finally, for City Hall 12 and above we present a new troop: the Yeti. But that's not all. The full patch notes for this update are shown below. Welcome to City Hall 13... Clan clash has never been more exciting! City Hall 13 is a new level for players to upgrade to after
City Hall 12. This new final game feature adds more content for Clashers to update. New defense levels, new troop levels, new hero and a new siege machine. In Clashland, winters are cold. Frost covers the lands in a fine diamond dust, while the villagers huek for warmth in the depths of their hovels. Fortunately, new
Dark Elixir technologies have made a new breakthrough: the Giga Inferno. The emblematic defense of City Hall 13 takes on a different turn than its predecessor of City Hall 12. The Giga Inferno is ready to roast all attackers who dare to approach its scorching proximity. The Giga Inferno has 5 upgradeable levels, each
offering more devastation than the previous level. But it's on level 3 where the Giga Inferno shines. When City Hall 13 reaches 0 impact points, Giga's Hell will explode in a devastating damage blast that results in a powerful freezing explosion (don't ask how it works) that temporarily slows down any enemy within its
range. Not even the Eternal Take of the Great Warden grants immunity to the slowing effect of the Giga Inferno explosion. Commander of the royal armies, the Royal Champion is as fierce as a winter storm and equally fearless. The Royal Champion is the newest hero to be unlocked in City Hall 13, so the total number of
heroes is 4. Updated with Dark Elixir, the Royal Champion brings an interesting and exciting new strategy to Clash of Clans. As a tactical warrior, she is able to jump through the walls and drive her powerful spear on her chosen targets: Defenses. However, it is his Search Shield ability that is truly destructive. With a
powerful hit, the Royal Champion throws his shield through the battlefield and will aim for the 4 closest defenses, regardless of range, and deal damage. Get ready to unleash your fury! Real Champion Stats Level 1 Cost: 120,000 Dark Elixir's favorite target: Defense damage type: Single target objectives: Ground and air
movement speed: 24 Is it a catapult or a trebuchet? No, he's not even superior to both. The Scattershot is a new defense at City Hall 13 and will be an interesting thorn on the bat spell side. Capable of targeting ground and air strikes, the Scatter Shot will launch its of rocks vaguely tied against their target. However, on
impact, the beam will break causing additional damage in a cone-shaped explosion to the units behind the initial target. Range: 3-10 Tiles Damage Type: Area Splash Objectives: Favorite Land and Air Targets: Any How Siege Barracks are able to parachute so gracefully with so many troops inside is a mystery mystery
unresolved. Siege Barracks deploy anywhere you can deploy your Clan Castle troops normally, outside the boundaries of the Defending Village. Although Siege Barracks do not drive or fly to City Hall or a defensive structure as the other Siege Machines do, siege barracks are preloaded with a series of troops already
boarded alongside your Clan Castle troops. When siege Barracks lands, preloaded troops will begin landing as the Strike Point bar slowly advances down to zero. Once the siege barracks hit points are gone, the Clan Castle troops you placed inside will be broken and deployed, although you can manually destroy siege
barracks to deploy clan castle troops earlier. Housing space: 1 Movement speed: 0 adorablely icy and icy hairy, the Yeti is a new troop that unlocks in City Hall 12 when you upgrade your Barracks. This wonder of a wild man approaches his targets and packs a powerful punch on those legs. But on its back, the Yeti
carries a basket of Yetimites that it cares for in the cold peaks of the mountains. When the Yeti takes damage, his yetimite friends will jump out of his cozy wicker sanctuary and seek reprisals. When the Yeti's Strike Points reach zero, the remaining Yetimites are released and slurred at the enemy as they perform
unspeakable acts of mischief such as jumping over Walls to deal damage or leaving everyone's laces undestop. Favorite Target: Any damage type: Single Target Objectives: Ground Housing Space: 18 Movement Speed 12 Yetimites Favorite Target: Defenses (Damage x4) Damage Type: Area Splash Objectives:
Ground and Air Movement Speed: 24 Improvements to City Hall 13 also brings a lot of new levels to your village. Because the theme of City Hall 13 is Dark Elixir and Ice all defenses and buildings have received a frost makeover properly when improvements in City Hall 13. But it's not just your defenses that get an
update! When you upgrade your lab to level 14, multiple troops can also be upgraded to new levels! Eagle Artillery Level 4Inferno Tower Level 7Wizard Tower Level 12X-Bow Level 7Air Defense Level 11Hidden Tesla Level 11Cannon Level 18Walls Level 14 defenses (only 100x parts can be upgraded to Level 14,
However) Traps Looking for Air Mine Level 4 Front Pump Racetrack 6 Aviation Racetrack 7Convel Level 9 Siege Buildings Siege Workshop Level 4 Barracks Level 14 Dark Elixir Storage Level 8 Storage Level 14 Elixir Storage Level 14 Level clan storage Clan Level 9 Lab Level 11 Heroes Barbarian King Level 70 (Iron
Iron First skill gains new level 14) Queen Archer level 70 (the Royal Layer skill gains level 14) Now Great Warden can be upgraded to level 50 (Eternal Volume up to level 10, Aura of Life up to level 40) Troops Wall Breaker level 9Alon level 9Alth level 9Dragon level 8Th level 7Th dragon level 7 Dragon Level 4 Level pig
rider 10Fielder 10Esc level 5Fire Twister 6 Spell Healing Level Spells Level 4Skeleton Level 7 Hero Skill Heroes will now automatically attempt to save themselves and use their ability if they take damage that would kill them and the ability is available for use. This new feature can be disabled under More settings. Home
Village We've resized the army camps and siege workshop to 4x4, and the lab to 3x3 to free up some space in the village. The User Interface Village overview in the profile is back! Tap the town hall icon in the profile. When choosing war members, you can now view clanmate city council levels in all types of war (as long
as they're logged in from the update) When you sign up for War League if you close and reopen the choose members screen, it will remember your previously selected war size. Wall rows can now be updated simultaneously if the combined price is not greater than the maximum resource limit. Skins and decorations can
now be placed on the outer edges of the map. It is no longer necessary to place decorations on all designs. For example, it is possible to have a decoration only in the home village design, but not in the design of the war base. The warden shooting effect begins closer to staff than the advantages of the Stomach Clan
Reaching Clan Level 8 now allows clan members to donate 2 spells instead of 1 All existing troop donation limits have been increased by 1 buildings and traps Increases the ability to Storage of Level 13 Gold Storages and Elixir Storages in 500000 Increased Multimode in 500000 Mortar Damage 10% across the Board
in Domestic Village Housing Space Reduced: Level 1: 15 → 10 Level 2: 16 → 12 Level 3: 17 → 14 Level 4: 18 → 16 Level 5: 19 → 18 Troops and Heroes Increase Giant Level 8/8 9 HP 1480/1660 to 1500/1850 Increase mining level 6 HP from 870 to 900 Decrease the hound's blast radius from 5 to 15 chips to 63.5 tabs
Add 1000/1200/1400 Death Damage for Level 1/2/3 Battle Blimp Increase Valkyrie Level 7 HP from 1400 to 1450 Make Grand Alca It's a little less likely to follow lava Hounds' troop's Healing Decrease level 5 healer from 80 to 72 Increases hero's healing from Level 5 Healer from 44 to 48 loot Increased the maximum
amount of Elixir/Gold that can be looted from TH12 player storages by 50,000 Increased the maximum amount of Dark Elixir that can be looted from TH12 player stores in 500 Change Skeleton Frequency spells spawning at 1 skeleton per second after initial spawns for all Skeleton spell levels Increase the cost of the
Haste spell level 2-5 from 85/90/95/100 to Added ability for clans to establish a minimum City Hall level requirement to join (similar to Trophy requirements; Ask players if they still want to receive invitations after they have declined a series of invitations; Added the ability to enable invitation reception on the clan search
screen; Clan badges have been added to the Find New Members list; The View Clan button has been added to clan invitations; Added notification bubble notification player has received the maximum number of invitations to the clan; Continuous improvements to both suggested Clan and member models. Fixed a crash
caused by broken deep links to share design Fix bug in case any wall is destroyed all units that are attacking Wall will be redirected immediately. They will now aim again only after finishing their coup (fixes problems with Battle Machine and P.E.K.K.A attacking Walls and doing no damage at the Builder's Base);
Reorientation of force for the Great Warden if he is attacking a Wall and his group has died; Improve attack position assessment by checking whether the target is accessible before reaching the end of the road (it should improve the AI of many ground troops, but especially the Battle Machine).) Machine.)
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